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Presentation Skills

Duration: 2 Days      Course Code: GPS100

Overview:

Hook the audience with a good slide deck. And reel them in with an inspiring narrative. Learn how to give presentations in a structured,
professional and passionate way and get the results you want.

Target Audience:

Those who want to develop or improve their presentation planning and delivery skills 

Objectives:

Critically assess presentation style Engage and influence the audience while successfully maintaining
their attention

Overcome anxiety through adequate preparation and planning
Interact with the audience in a confident manner

Effectively apply tools and techniques essential for delivering
powerful and wellstructured presentations. Deliver authentic and inspirational presentations with an impact

Prerequisites:

Follow-on-Courses:

There are no follow-ons for this course.
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Content:

Course Outline
line line line

Enhanced skill in using delivery Enhanced skill in using delivery techniques
1. Benefits for the Individual techniques and strategies that hold and strategies that hold audience attention
line audience attention More effective use of presentation tools

Improved capabilities for planning and More effective use of presentation tools and aids
structuring presentations based on audience and aids Greater confidence and ability in handling
needs and attitudes Greater confidence and ability in handling questions or objections

questions or objections Reduced time required to prepare powerful
Reduced time required to prepare presentations 

line powerful presentations Members who can think on their feet,
Enhanced skill in using delivery techniques Members who can think on their feet, handle questions and overcome objections
and strategies that hold audience attention handle questions and overcome Better results and goal attainment inside
More effective use of presentation tools and objections and outside the organization
aids Better results and goal attainment inside Improved professionalism of internal 
Greater confidence and ability in handling and outside the organization
questions or objections Improved professionalism of internal 
Reduced time required to prepare powerful line
presentations Enhanced skill in using delivery techniques
Members who can think on their feet, handle line and strategies that hold audience attention
questions and overcome objections Enhanced skill in using delivery More effective use of presentation tools
Better results and goal attainment inside and techniques and strategies that hold and aids
outside the organization audience attention Greater confidence and ability in handling
Improved professionalism of internal More effective use of presentation tools questions or objections

and aids Reduced time required to prepare powerful
Greater confidence and ability in handling presentations 

line questions or objections Members who can think on their feet,
Enhanced skill in using delivery techniques Reduced time required to prepare handle questions and overcome objections
and strategies that hold audience attention powerful presentations Better results and goal attainment inside
More effective use of presentation tools and Members who can think on their feet, and outside the organization
aids handle questions and overcome Improved professionalism of internal 
Greater confidence and ability in handling objections
questions or objections Better results and goal attainment inside
Reduced time required to prepare powerful and outside the organization
presentations Improved professionalism of internal 
Members who can think on their feet, handle
questions and overcome objections 2. Benefits for the organization
Better results and goal attainment inside and line
outside the organization Skilled presenters who can communicate
Improved professionalism of internal more clearly and influence others

line
Enhanced skill in using delivery
techniques and strategies that hold
audience attention
More effective use of presentation tools
and aids
Greater confidence and ability in handling
questions or objections
Reduced time required to prepare
powerful presentations 
Members who can think on their feet,
handle questions and overcome
objections
Better results and goal attainment inside
and outside the organization
Improved professionalism of internal 
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Further Information:

For More information, or to book your course, please call us on 0800/84.009

info@globalknowledge.be

www.globalknowledge.com/en-be/

http://www.globalknowledge.com/en-be/

